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Pathway of Light (Via L u c i s ) (1642). On the contrary, the close experience with a priori theories (which was so fertile in the case of Galileo) was the salient feature of that phase in the development o f English thought which manifested itself in the foundation of the Royal Society (1662) and later in Sir Isaac Newton.
The real contrast is not between Baconian empiricism and Comenian Pansophia, but between Comenian Pansophia and the philosophy of Descartes, or what we might call the Cartesian attitude of mind. The fundamental difference between the Comenian and Cartesian points of view is clearly brought out in an interesting passage in Comenius' Continuatio admonitionis fraternae (1669) (based on his diary) in which he describes the conversation which he had with Descartes at Endegeest near Leiden in October 1642 as follows : ' We exchanged speech for about four hours, he expounding to us the mysteries of his philosophy, I myself maintaining all human knowledge, such as derives from the senses alone and reasonings thereon, to be imperfect and defective. We parted in friendly fashion : I begging him to publish the principles of his philosophy (which principles were published the year following) and he similarly urging me to mature my own thoughts, adding this maxim : " Beyond the things that appertain to philosophy I go not; mine therefore is that only in part, whereof yours is the whole." ' 1
